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The Quiet Man (John Ford, 1952) and The Field (Jim Sheridan, 1990) 

 

 
 
Nostalgia for the non-existent is an odd illness. Some Irish people are addicted to an inane 

pastoral version of their own culture which bears no relationship to anything in Ireland, past 

or present. At a recent international conference there, I was, I confess, shocked to find that the 

local contingent insisted on all present singing When Irish Eyes Are Smiling at the first 

meeting. Still more was I shocked, when, at the last dinner, they insisted on all present 

singing it again. I wondered if they knew that it was written by an American, or, if they did 

know, whether they cared. 

 According to the pastoral myth, Irish are innocent, emotional, child-like in their addiction 

to play, take nothing seriously, aren’t interested in sex, are full of love for their homeland, 

parents and their children, quite violent but only by way of sport … in short, they’re a bit like 

Hobbits, and far closer to angels than any other people. In Ireland, the Fall has been reversed, 

and prelapsarian innocence reigns. It’s like the myth of Merrie England, except that few in 

England try and sell that myth as if it’s still current reality. It’s seen at its most stupid in the 

Walt Disney Darby O’Gill and the Little People (Robert Stevenson, 1959), a film that would 

be entirely devoid of meaningful content were it not for the very young Sean Connery as the 

juvenile lead. Connery presumably got the part because the Disney casting directors thought 

he was Irish.
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 So when John Boorman, in The General (1998), wants us to see the Dublin gangster 

Martin Cahill as a lovely man, even when he’s nailing one of his own men to a billiard table, 

he’s exploiting the myth. Martin doesn’t really hate the guy, and the guy can see Martin’s 

point of view. But when, conversely, in Joel Schumacher’s Veronica Guerin (2003), Cahill is 

played as an evil sadist with a horrible hairstyle, we’re a bit upset for his memory, because 

Boorman has already sold us the myth of innocence with such skill. 

 Part of the shock of Neil Jordan’s Michael Collins (1996), was that when the Easter 

Rebels surrendered and came out from the Post Office, none of the heavies picking out their 

ring-leaders for trial and execution were English – what we saw was Irishmen victimising 

Irishmen, and gloating as they did so – something for which neither Yeats, nor the myth of 

innocence, had prepared us. 

 And when the girl in Peter Mullan’s The Magdalene Sisters (2002), asks why she’s in the 

institute for fallen women, because “I haven’t done anything!” (which we know to be true), 

and when the Mother Superior answers, “No, but you wanted to, didn’t you, you dirty little 

bitch?” the myth of Irish innocence receives its final cinematic death-blow, the last nail in its 

coffin, the stake through its heart. 

 And yet we should never have been so naïve. The greatest Irish writers tell us different. In 

The Plough and the Stars, two characters take advantage of the temporary lack of a local 

police presence (owing to the attack on the Post Office), to do some casual store-looting. And 

in the greatest of all Irish dramas, The Playboy of the Western World, the locals don’t idolise 

                                                 
1: This racial confusion is compounded in Braveheart, where most of the Scotsmen are played by Irishmen. 
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Christie Mahon despite the fact that he’s killed his Da, but because he’s killed his Da. When 

his Da turns up, bloody but undead, they turn against him. Then when he redeems his 

reputation by killing his Da under their noses – making their heroic dream of play a banal 

reality – they turn against him again. Then when his Da crawls on to the stage, only slightly 

concussed after all … and so on. With these two-faced people you can’t win unless you’re 

Cuchulain, or Finn McCool, and what you actually did is beyond forensic recall. What’s real 

is irrelevant, as is the case with the Greeks and Lord Byron.
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In The Quiet Man – a Hollywood Irish film made by a Hollywood Irish director – the only 

real sequence is the flashback to the boxing-match in which John Wayne accidentally killed 

his opponent. The expression of shock and guilt on Wayne’s face stays with us, as do the 

cynical postures of the paparazzi photographing the corpse. I’d love to have seen what Ford 

did to Wayne – an actor who didn’t express shame and guilt easily – in order to get him so 

convincingly horror-struck. 

 This real sin occurred in America. In America, violence is real, and people die. In Ireland, 

violence – at least, violence between men, as between Wayne and Victor McLaglen at the 

movie’s climax – is a sport, a facsimile, a recognised ritual, a recreation. Wayne and 

McLaglen (two of the most disagreeable actors in film history), can even go into the pub 

between bouts. Violence between men and women, on the other hand, is real. All the 

supposedly sexy scenes (imagine being kissed by John Wayne), happen in thunderstorms: 

start trying to get erotic, even if you’re married, and God becomes irate. 

 In order to confront McLaglen, his brother-in-law, Wayne has to drag his wife (Maureen 

O’Hara), across several fields, with the entire village following and cheering: and we are to 

understand that this display of macho violence (a public humiliation by non-Irish standards), 

is what she, an Irish woman, wants, and what she’s been provoking him to do ever since she 

refused to sleep with him on their wedding night. You can see that O’Hara is in acute physical 

discomfort throughout the sequence (even though she and Wayne rehearsed it in detail, which 

Ford didn’t want them to do). Wayne thinks, in his American, materialist way, that she really 

wants her marriage portion, which McLaglen has withheld. He has to learn the Irish way, 

which is that her money is only a symbol, and that if she doesn’t bring her portion she really 

doesn’t feel married. As soon as McLaglen hands it over, she and Wayne can burn it, and 

Wayne and McLaglen can – in a jovial way – beat the shite out of one another. But it’s clear 

that Ford, in his regressive misogyny, wanted her roughed-up as much as he wanted Wayne 

and McLaglen to slug it out. 

 People have the nerve to speak of The Quiet Man as Shakespearean, as if it’s Ford’s 

answer to The Taming of the Shrew, or As You Like It. Wayne would be the Petruchio – but 

Petruchio is, on coming to town, motivated by his need for money, of which Wayne has 

                                                 
2: Hitchcock’s film of Juno and the Paycock is so dull as it’s unwatchable. I haven’t seen Ford’s film of The 

Plough and the Stars, but at 72 minutes it must be heavily cut. I haven’t (has anyone?) seen the film of The 

Playboy, with Siobhan McKenna. 
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plenty already. Arden is indeed a pastoral: but a pastoral dominated not by men, as is Ford’s 

fantasy Ireland, but by women. It’s true that the first shot of Maureen O’Hara would have us 

think of her as a shepherdess, but Ford forgets that, and we never see her with sheep again. 

The climaxes of both The Shrew and As You show the heroine dominating her assembly by 

wit and charismatic style, not by being dragged over stiles by her man to a meaningless fist-

fight with her brother. And Shakespeare’s comedies are peopled with characters possessing a 

startling originality, not characters from off a shelf of sentimental stereotypes, like those in 

The Quiet Man. 

 At least we’re spared what became almost a stereotype in later films about Ireland – the 

Irish village idiot. Few film performances are more cringe-making than that of John Mills in 

Ryan’s Daughter (David Lean, 1970). But there is a sense in which The Quiet Man doesn’t 

need a village idiot – all the characters are idiotic. 

 

 
 

Jim Sheridan’s The Field is a necessary corrective to The Quiet Man. An American (Tom 

Berenger), comes to do a John Wayne and buy part of the land. His character has no name: 

he’s generic: he’s just “The American”. It’s a field which Bull McCabe, the protagonist 

(Richard Harris), his father, his mother, and his son (Sean Bean), have been digging seaweed 

into and removing rocks from for years. They don’t own the land; they rent it from a widow-

woman, whom the son, at least, has been victimising.
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 “He’s come to find his roots!” sneers the village booby (John Hurt), at The American: the 

idea is a sentimental cliché. The American’s grandfather did indeed come from those parts; 

but his own stated intention is the unsentimental one of concreting the field over, digging up 

the hills for limestone to make modern roads, and damming the stream for hydro-electric 

development. John Wayne would never do things like that. He’s An American, too, but not a 

capitalist exploiter. 

 The Field’s scenario contains at least several factors which The Quiet Man lacks. First is 

its depiction of the need to work till your back is breaking. In Ford’s version of Irish pastoral, 

nobody works. Next is a sense of history. Bull (with some ostentation), carries the whole 

weight of Irish suffering on his shoulders: in the 1930s, he retains a sense of grievance over 

the Potato Famine, to say nothing of the centuries of English occupation which led up to it. In 

The Quiet Man, one minor character is a member of the IRA, but what that might involve in 

John Ford’s Ireland, nobody asks. 

 John Ford’s pastoral is quite unlike Shakespeare’s in As You Like It, or The Winter’s Tale, 

where, in the Forest of Arden and in Bohemia, Silvius, Corin, and the Shepherds, all have to 

work, and unlike Shakespeare’s pastoral in both As You Like It and A Midsummer Night’s 

                                                 
3: The echoes of Jean de Florette and Manon des Sources are obvious. 
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Dream, where your ultimate aim in entering the pastoral environment is to leave it. There may 

be no clock in the forest, but there is one inside you, and so, being mortal, you can’t stay 

there. Ford’s Ireland is a place without history – to give it history would spoil Ford’s effect. 

 The third factor is real, as opposed to ritual violence. At first, in The Field, it’s petty: a 

trespassing tinkers’ donkey is killed and flung into a lake, a chimney is blocked up, a car’s 

tyres are slashed. But by the end, people are dead. 

 I’m not sure that The Field doesn’t create an alternative cliché Ireland to that of John 

Ford. The men all snarl and cower; the tinker’s girl smirks lecherously. The widow-woman 

never takes her weeds off, and is pale and upright as a stick of chalk. Richard Harris towers 

above it all, a damned Gaelic Lear, a destiny-driven Irish Titan. Afterwards, it’s only when 

you think how intolerable his character would have been had Victor McLaglen played it that 

you realise what a great actor Harris is/was. In the world of Bull, the man with the biggest 

stick is the law. Christianity around here is only skin-deep. Territoriality rules, and there’s no 

redemption possible from it ... what you can’t do is patronise him, which is all you can do 

with McLaglen, the corresponding character in Ford’s movie. 

 The Field is a film in which you believe. It has conviction, which no-one could say about 

The Quiet Man. 


